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ABSTRACT. All over the European Union the share of
women and men amongst the top level academic staff and
research boards is uneven and women are considered
under-represented, while their intellectual potential is being
under-used. The general situation in science and higher
education in the European Union has encouraged us to
pay attention to the issue of gender balance in this field
and to perform the corresponding sociological research.
The article presents the results of the survey performed in
universities of the Republic of Lithuania in 2013 and 2015,
which prove the existence of asymmetric gender
distribution and vertical segregation within Lithuanian
higher education system. Women dominate at the lowest
administrative and research levels while men prevail at the
highest levels. This situation requires strengthening the
gender equality policy in the sector.
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Introduction
Non-recognition of gender mainstreaming in science increases the negative impact on
the quality of research, research policy, and the use of scientific results in practical economic
and social life (LYMOS, 2012, p. 197). It is clear that scientific researches in this field are
necessary. Despite the fact that gender equality issue is one of the most popular topics within
sociological researches, situation in Lithuanian universities is rarely an object of such studies.
This leads to the novelty of the topic aiming to reveal the current situation and to evaluate the
actual status of women in academia. The research purpose is to investigate the structure of
administrative staff and academic positions by gender in both public and private universities
of the Republic of Lithuania. While the research objectives are to determine whether vertical
segregation prevails in the structure of academic positions and administration staff of
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Lithuanian higher education and science as well as to identify the main factors affecting it. In
addition, it is planned to reveal the differences in gender representation comparing public and
private universities personnel data. The research methodology: combination of theoretical and
empirical methods was chosen. The method for empirical data collection is survey. The
article consists of three sections starting with substantiation of necessity to ensure the gender
balance in higher education and science, then proceeding with identifying the research
methodology and analysis of the survey results. Practical implications – the results of the
survey held in Lithuanian universities show the asymmetric gender distribution and vertical
segregation within Lithuanian higher education system. Women dominate at the lowest
administrative and research levels while men prevail at the highest levels. This conclusions
lead to the need for further scientific researches in this field in order to provide validated
recommendations on introduction of gender balance in Lithuanian universities.
1. Equal Opportunities of Women and Men in the field of Higher Education and Science
Despite of prevailing understanding of gender equality as one very important value
and principle in contemporary world, still men and women take different roles in the field of
Higher education and science. Over 40 years ago, nearly 5,000 American and Canadian
children were asked to draw a picture of a scientist, and only 28 children (0.6%) depicted a
woman scientist (Miller et al., 2014). Can we expect significant changes in gender roles
stereotypes today?
During last decades gender equality idea was widely promoted in all areas. It became
one of the European Union's public policy principles. Following the strategy of Gender
Mainstreaming, gender equality shall be incorporated in all policies at all levels and at all
stages (Council of Europe, 1998), including all fields of academia and research. The necessity
to seek the equality between women and men includes arguments related with the need to
implement in general fairness, democracy and credibility, as well as research relevance and
quality. Only equal participation of both genders can ensure sufficient diversity and secure the
heterogeneously of scientific groups, what is widely recognized as more vigorous and
innovative (Committee for Mainstreaming – Women in Science in Norway, 2007).
Not ensured gender equality in research displays in horizontal segregation in different
fields of science. For example, in the fields of physical and technological sciences where the
concentration of researchers makes up to 50 per cent women make only 12 per cent (LYMOS,
2012). Also vertical segregation exists in the top academic and science management levels.
For example, in Lithuania there is only one woman university rector (private university). The
problem may be caused by the irrational use of human resources in science. In case it stays
unsolved, it may have a negative impact on research and development and impede the growth
of a country’s economy. Having in mind that one of the headline targets of the EU economic
growth strategy Europe 2020 is stimulation of research and development (European
Commission, 2010), such obstacles should be overcome.
Despite positive changes achieved in recent years, the strikingly low presence of
women can be noticed in the highest academic and decision-making positions in scientific
institutions and universities. It indicates the existence of a glass ceiling, that is, invisible
barriers based on prejudices, which stand in the way of women accessing positions of
responsibility (European Parliament, 2015).
In the European Union "the proportion of women in grade A academic positions
between 2010 and 2013 confirms that women continue to be vastly under-represented in top
positions within the higher education sector. As was the case in 2010, the proportion of
women varies widely across countries, most having proportions ranging from 45% to 11%.
Women continue to be under-represented in top academic decision-making positions. In 2014,
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within the group of 22 EU countries for which data were available, women represent less than
40% of the members of scientific and administrative boards at national level in 14 countries.
They represent close to 50% of the board members in three countries (Sweden, Luxembourg,
and the Netherlands)" (European Commission, 2015).
Glass ceiling phenomena and it’s expression in the field of education and science in
scientific literature is widely discussed and main reasons for its appearing are already
revealed. One possible explanation for the causes of the inequality between male and female
academics is the pipeline argument. The image of a pipeline is a commonly advanced
explanation for persistent discrimination that suggests that gender inequality will decline once
there are sufficient numbers of qualified women in the hiring pool (Monroe&Chiu, 2010).
This argument predicts that low representation of women is more connected with insufficient
number of female candidates to high positions, rather with ongoing discrimination of women.
Still “Pipeline” phenomena by itself do not answers the questions, what barriers
female scientists are facing in their academic careers. What factors do not let women to be
prepared for taking managerial responsibilities? Low number of women in high positions is
also determined by the division of gendered roles, which in many households remains even
when both partners have demanding careers, and women progressing successfully in their
career often show negative developments in their family lives (i.e., divorce and fewer/no
children) (Dobelea et al., 2014). As in the other fields, these facts allows most of women in
research and higher education institutes to climb the career ladder up only to a certain limit.
Jörg Müller et al. (2011) also claim that when entering higher education, women
constitute the majority in many countries, and yet it seems that at each consecutive stage,
from graduation to PhD to full professorships, more and more women drop out. One of the
main reasons why women discontinue meeting their professional ambitions is that the years of
exclusive dedication to a science career coincide with women’s fertile age. Even more,
women have proportionately more care responsibilities to fulfil which prevents them from
showing the same dedication to their science career as men (Müller et al., 2011). "Activities
related to work-life balance needs and career breaks because of maternity also undoubtedly
have a role in reducing the time devoted by women to informal networking activities. The
relative absence of women in relations among fellow researchers decreases the level of mutual
exchange into departments and deprives women of basic instruments for successful
advancement" (LYMOS, 2012, p. 228). Lucinda Barrett and Peter Barrett (2010) support
these arguments also. These scientists indicate that underlying reasons for inequality are
connected with slower progressions of women career due personal choices arising from
different gender roles.
It is necessary to take into consideration robust relationships between women’s
representation in science and national gender-science stereotypes, defined as associations
connecting science with men more (Miller et al., 2014). Another argument is that over the last
decades the approach to women’s position in research have changed from women’s lack of
confidence and knowledge, which is no longer an issue, to the new discourse. It speaks about
institutional culture and organizational barriers to women’s participation and advancement,
and the need to change the cultures of science and research in order to support and encourage
women’s inclusion (Garforth&Kerr, 2009; Deem et al., 2005).
Serious argument is concerning pay scale differences: "It should be noted that
women's and men's pay scale differences are de facto determined by their position. The
factual situation shows that men occupy higher (and better-paid) positions" (LYMOS, 2012).
Lithuania in the field of gender equality is facing similar trends as in the whole
European Union. Statistics and research data shows that women are under-represented at the
highest decision-making levels, but their number in the lowest executive chain is excessive,
women still earn less than men for the same work of equal value, they still face difficulties in
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order to reconcile family and career. The Law on Equal Opportunities for Women and Men of
the Republic of Lithuania as a main source of gender equality legislation, entrenches equal
rights, prohibits any discrimination for the gender, including charging educational and
research institutes with a duty to implement equal rights of women and men in the field.
Despite it, gender balance after the research of situation in Lithuanian universities was
evaluated as requiring attention: “According to different studies there is non-formal
discrimination of women in science when aiming for a managerial position: the requirements
for women are higher than that for men; also it takes longer for females to get their scientific
degree. <...> Strong gender stereotypes are still prevalent in our society that tend explain the
different situation among women and men in the society as being natural. <...> They form in
families, in the media, whereas the system of education does not put sufficient stress to
eliminate them“ (Žalėnienė et al., 2013).
In recent years, it is obvious that for the implementation of gender equality it is not
enough to pass certain legislation only – it requires a long-term transformation of the public
policy and permanent collection and analyses of statistics. "In the absence of the gender
related data statistics <...> it would not be possible to measure the changes in gender equality
and empowerment of women. Statistics are necessary in order to be able to identify the weak
and not always visible areas related to certain research policy objectives for evolution of
gender equality" (LYMOS, 2012, pp. 207-208). In order to ensure constant monitoring of
gender representation dynamics in Lithuanian universities, the survey was committed. The
main objective of the quantitative research was to determine whether the vertical segregation
still prevails in the structure of academic positions and administration staff and to evaluate
situation changes comparing statistics of years 2012 and 2014.
2. Empirical research methodology
In spring 2013 and spring 2015 The Office of Equal Opportunities Ombudsperson in
partnership with Mykolas Romeris University scientists provided questionnaires on gender
balance in academic positions and administrative staff to all state and private universities of
the Republic of Lithuania. At the moment of presenting the first questionnaire in 2013,
24 public and private universities were operating in Lithuania. Only two private universities
did not provide data on their structure of staff by gender. Having in mind specifics of Catholic
priests gender requirements and taking into consideration official data, provided in websites
of these universities (Vilnius St. Joseph’s Seminary, 2013; Seminary of Kaunas, 2013) mostly
staff of these higher education institutions consists of male personnel. The lack of data in this
case do not significantly influences general situation in favor of better balance of both gender
representation, because it might only strengthen male predominance in the field. During the
second survey in 2015, the same questionnaires were submitted to 22 registered state and
private universities and all of them participated and brought back the answers.
It should be stated that during 2012-2014 some universities have changed their status:
Vilnius Academy of Business Law (hereinafter – VABL), which voluntarily participated in
the survey in 2012, had incorporated into the non-state Kazimieras Simonavičius University
(hereinafter – KSU). On that basis, in the assessment of the universities it shall be noted that
for 2012, data for VABL is included, and for 2014, KSU data shall be evaluated.
In order to examine the gender equality situation in Lithuanian higher education and
reveal the changes in this aspect, the article analyzed sociological studies carried out in 2012
and 2014, and performed comparative analysis of those two periods of data. Gender equality
in this study was measured by gender distribution within the sector of internal management
(made up of the head (rector), top-level managers (vice-rectors, faculty management, i.e.
deans, deputy deans, heads of departments and faculty councils), management of institutes,
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administrative staff); and the sector of education (made up of teachers, namely teaching
assistants, lecturers, associate professors, professors, researchers, i.e., junior researchers,
researchers, senior researchers and chief researchers, and postgraduate students (PhD
students).
It was deliberately chosen to investigate the institutions of state and non-state types
separately due to the size of the development of institutions and the application of different
activity strategies. Table 1 presents abbreviations of the names of the universities that
operated in Lithuania in 2012 and 2014 and participated in the study.

Non-state Universities

State Universities

Table 1. Abbreviations of names of educational institutions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Name of institution
Aleksandras Stulginskis University
The General Jonas Žemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania
Kaunas University of Technology
Klaipėda University
Vilnius University
Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre
Lithuanian University of Health Sciences
Lithuanian Sports University
Mykolas Romeris University
Šiauliai University
Vilnius Academy of Arts
Vytautas Magnus University
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
Lithuanian University of Educational Sciences
Branch of the University of Bialystok in Vilnius Faculty of
Economics-Informatics
European Humanities University
ISM University of Management and Economics
Kazimieras Simonavičius University
LCC International University
Telšiai Bishop Vincentas Borisevičius Priest Seminary
Vilnius St. Joseph Seminary
International Business School at Vilnius University
Vilnius Academy of Business Law
Seminary of Kaunas

Abbreviation
ASU
MAL
KTU
KU
VU
LAMT
LSMU
LSU
MRU
ŠU
VAA
VMU
VGTU
LEU
UB FEI
EHU
ISM
KSU
LCC
TKS
VS
VU IBS
VABL
SK

Source: compiled by authors.
3. Analysis of the survey results
In 2014, 22 universities operated in Lithuania: 14 state and 8 non-state universities,
academies, and seminaries providing higher education. State higher education institutions that
operated in Lithuania and participated in the research amounted for 63.3 per cent, and nonstate institutions made up 36.4 per cent.
During the period of 2012-2014, the overall number of employees in universities
decreased by approximately 1 per cent (from 41,156 employees in 2012 to 39,901 employees
in 2014). The overall number of female employees increased compared to males. In 2012, the
percentage of women was 3.9 percentage points higher than that of men; and in 2014, female
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employees of universities prevailed over male employees by 10.24 percentage points
(Table 2).
Table 2. University staff by gender in 2012 and 2014
Employees by gender
MEN
WOMEN

2012
48.05
51.95

2014
44.88
55.12

Source: compiled by authors.
The study revealed a prevailing vertical segregation in Lithuanian institutions of
higher education, i.e. a significant under-representation of women in top management level.
As little as one of the 22 universities involved in the study had a woman in supreme leading
position – the rector. That was the rector of non-state LCC International University Dr.
Marlene Wall. Other higher education institutions were headed exclusively by men. These
data have not altered through the two years.
Breakdown of sociological studies of 2012 and 2014 and their comparative analysis
revealed the following trends (Fig. 1 and 2):
• Men dominate in top management positions (vice-rectors and collegial management
bodies) of state universities. In 2012 vice-rector’s position was taken by 31 men and only
14 women, i.e. women were under-represented more than 2 times less than men. In
collegial management bodies there were 510 men (approx. 70 percent) and only 203
women (approx. 30 percent). In middle-level administrative positions, gender situation is
more moderate: in the faculty management positions, men make up about 57 per cent;
while women represent about 43 per cent; in senior executive positions of institutes both
genders keep almost equal balance at somewhat greater preponderance in favor of men. An
approximate gender balance at somewhat greater preponderance in favor of women
characterizes number of teachers and researchers. Meanwhile, in the lowest level – an
administrative staff – women make up the majority (approx. 70 percent). The same trend
characterizes postgraduate level (doctoral) studies, i.e., women in this position make
approximately 60 per cent.
• In non-state universities, representation of women in top management (vice-rectors and
collegial management bodies) and middle management (management of faculties and
institutes) is higher than that in the state universities. That is, in 2012, an absolute gender
balance existed among vice-rectors of non-state universities, i.e. 6 women and 6 men (50 /
50 percent). In collegial management bodies there were 84 men (approx. 66 percent) and
45 women (approx. 34 percent). In contrast to state universities, women in non-state
universities dominate the management of institutes: in 2012 as many as 58.2 percent of the
heads of institutes were women (in 2014 – 52.4 percent). In the rest of categories, such as
teachers and researchers, administrative staff and postgraduate students, the situation is
analogous to that of state universities.
• In state universities, the comparison of the data of 2012 and 2014 shows that major
changes in gender balance occurred in the categories of top management, collegial
management bodies, and faculty management – women's share grew relative to men's
share. The largest growth was seen in top-management level – it made 4 percentage points.
Unfortunately, in the lowest administrative category, i.e., in the administration staff, the
men's share over the two years decreased further (from 30.7 per cent to 27.6 per cent),
while the proportion of women increased (from 69.3 to 72.4 per cent). It is the category in
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Lithuuanian highher educatio
on system, for which vertical seegregation is by far the
t most
typiccal; i.e., wom
men are exp
pressively oover-represeented.
• In noon-state universities, the
t comparrison of the data for 2012
2
and 22014 discovered the
largeest alteratioon in top-m
managers: tthe survey of 2014 sh
howed the ppronounced
d underrepreesentation of
o women in
n this positiion – their share
s
decreeased from 50 per cent to 35.3
per ccent. Such a significan
nt change iss related to the growth
h of the num
mber of vicce-rector
posittions in nonn-state univeersities. In 22012, as litttle as 12 vicce-rectors w
were employ
yed; and
in 20014, their nuumber increeased to 17. Unfortunattely, after establishing the new vicce-rector
posittions the geender balance has not been ensurred. Numbeer of femalee vice-recto
or stayed
the ssame as in 2012,
2
and th
he number oof male vicce-rectors grrew almost twice. How
wever, in
colleegial managgement bodies and facuulty councilss, through th
he two yearrs, the propo
ortion of
wom
men (the sam
me as in staate universiities) increaased. In 201
14, the wom
men's sharee in nonstate universitiees postgradu
uate studennts significaantly increassed (from 553.6 per ceent to 68
per ccent), thus distancing from the ggender-balaanced representation. IIn terms off gender
balannce, decreasse of women
n's share inn institutes' heads
h
(5.8 percentage
p
ppoints) and increase
in feemale adm
ministrative staff propoortion (1.7 percentagee points) sshould be assessed
adveersely.
wever, the data provideed by the suurvey enablles to concllude that diifferences in
n gender
• How
balannce in Lithuuanian statee and privaate universitties speak in favor of the private ones. It
mighht be determ
mined by strronger gendder roles steereotypes trraditionallyy more prev
vailing in
state universitiees while private
p
uniiversities teend to be more moodern and younger
organnizations, which
w
acceept the equual particip
pation of women
w
and men in to
op level
admiinistrative and
a research
h structures as natural and
a matter-o
of-course prrocess of no
owadays
Euroopean academic society
y.

Figure 11. The alloccation of possitions by ggender in Litthuanian staate universitities in 2012
2 and
2014, inn per cent
Source: own calcullation.
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Figure 22. The alloccation of possitions by ggender in Litthuanian no
on-state (priivate) univeersities
in 2012 and 2014, in
i per cent
Source: own calcullation.
3.1. Un
niversity staaff data byy an acadeemic title (assistant,
(
lecturer, aassociate prrofessor,
professoor) from a gender
g
persspective
A
According to
t the socio
ological survvey, all universities, accademies, aand seminarries offer
scientifi
fic positionss of lecturrers, associaate professsors and prrofessors. TThe distribution of
academ
mic titles by
b gender reflects a vertical segregation
s
n in Lithuuanian univversities.
Sociologgical surveyys carried out
o in 20122 and 2014 confirmed that the higgher academ
mic title,
the smaaller share of women po
ossessing it..
Women cleaarly domina
ate in the lo
lowest levell positions such
s
as asssistant and lecturer,
making more than 50 per cen
nt. Mostly w
women are concentrateed in the asssistant posiitions: in
2012, w
women accoounted for as
a much 63. 4 per cent of
o assistantss (men madde 36.6 per cent). In
2014, thhe survey revealed
r
unessential prrogress in achieving
a
gender balannce: compared with
2012, thhe share off male assisstants incre ased by 1.2
2 percentag
ge points. Inn lecturer positions
p
women accounted for 57.1 perr cent (menn made 42.9
9 per cent). In this posiition, no chaange has
ure 3).
happeneed over twoo years (Figu

Figure 3. Teacherss as per academic titlee by gendeer in Lithuaanian univeersities in 2012 and
2014, inn per cent
Source: own calcullation.
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Associate professor is probably the only position, which is nearly balanced in terms of
gender. In 2012, women accounted for 47.2 percent of associate professors, and men made
52.8 percent. In 2014, the share of female associate professors increased by 3.2 percentage
points and made 50.4 per cent (men made up 49.6 per cent) (Figure 3).
In 2012, women accounted for only 27.9 per cent of all professors (men made 72.1 per
cent). A comparison of 2012 and 2014 sociological research, shows that in position of
professor academic title the progress towards gender balance is visible: in 2014, women made
33.9 per cent of all professors (i.e., 6 percentage points more than in 2012), and men
accounted for 66.1 per cent.
The examination of specific universities shows that in 2012, in 20 universities out of
22, female lecturers made from 50 up to 100 per cent. The least numbers of women lecturers
were in TKS with 15.4 per cent (Seminary) and VAA with 48.7 per cent. A comparison of
2012 and 2014 studies discovers no significant visible progress in balancing representation of
women and men in the lecturer position.
In as many as 17 universities (out of 22 analyzed in the study), over two years (from
2012 to 2014), the number of women in associate professor position increased, while in
11 universities it reached or exceeded 50 per cent compared to male assistant professors
percentage. Associate professors distribution by gender shows a positive trend.
In 2012, only 2 out of 22 universities in study had a gender balance in professor
academic title position category: in Vilnius Academy of Business Law (VABL), female and
male professors had each established 50 per cent, and in ISM University of Management and
Economics, female professors accounted for 62.5 per cent (men professors made 37.5 per
cent). In the rest of universities, the share of female professors ranged from 0 to 44.4 per cent.
No female professor was present in UB FEI, LCC (in 2012, no single professor of any gender
was present), and TKS.
In increasing balanced gender representation in position of professor, ISM remains the
absolute leader, where the number of female professors significantly had grown to 70 per cent
over the two years; LEU has also reached a gender balance (the share of female professors is
50 per cent). In as many as 12 universities out of 22, the share of female professors has
increased. Meanwhile, the share of male professors over the two years has fallen even in
11 universities involved in the study. Men's drop in academic title of professor category could
be determined by a demographic crisis that resulted in fewer students in the majority of
Lithuanian high schools. This essentially influenced the decline in teachers' salaries, and,
according to stereotypes, men generally prefer better paid jobs compared to women. It is
likely that part of male professors moved to new well-paid jobs.
3.2. Academic staff of universities by gender
Distribution of Lithuanian universities academic staff by gender confirms the
prevailing vertical segregation: the lowest levels of researchers (junior researchers and
researchers) are mainly dominated by women, while higher levels (senior researchers and
chief researchers) are clearly dominated by men. The data for 2012 concerning junior
researchers can be presented as an exception, which denied the principle of vertical
segregation and reflected the gender balance: women accounted for 47.7 per cent of all junior
researchers, and men made 52.3 per cent. Nevertheless, the data for 2014 shows a lack of men
in the ranks of junior researchers – they accounted for only 39.2 per cent (women made
60.8 per cent) (Figure 4).
Among senior researchers, under-representation of women is not significant, the more
so, when comparing the data of 2012 and 2014, the progress towards gender balance is
visible: women's share increased by 1.1 percentage points (from 45.8 per cent to 46.9 per
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cent). Inn the level of chief reesearchers, the most prominent veertical segrregation is seen: in
2012, w
women accoounted for as
a little as 225 per cent of all chieff academic sstaff (men made
m
75
per cent). Howeveer, in 2014 the survey showed thaat in compaarison with 2012, the women's
w
share inn chief reseaarchers had increased aas much as by 6.5 perccentage poinnts (Figure 4). This
is one oof the biggesst indicatorss of progresss among alll survey cattegories.

Figure 44. Academicc staff by geender in Litthuanian un
niversities in
n 2012 and 22014, in perr cent
Source: own calcullation.
3.3. Colllegial management bo
odies of uniiversities (S
Senate, Cou
uncil) by gennder
SStudies havve shown th
hat men doominate colllegial mana
agement boodies of Litthuanian
universiities, while women ma
ake under-rrepresented gender. Th
he representtation of women
w
in
universiities' Senatees is below 40
4 per cent and in Cou
uncils, their part represeent as little as about
22 per cent. Compparing socio
ological ressearches off 2012 and 2014, in unniversities' Senates,
progresss towards ensuring gen
nder balancee can be seeen. Women''s representaation in Sen
nates has
grown bby 5.3 perccentage poiints (from 331.7 per ceent to 37 peer cent), whhile in univ
versities'
Councills representation of wo
omen over thhe two yearrs has fallen
n by 0.3 perrcentage points, and
that of m
men increassed respectiv
vely (Figurre 5).

Figure 5. Collegiaal managem
ment bodiess by genderr in Lithuanian univerrsities in 2012 and
2014, inn per cent
Source: own calcullation.
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3.4. Adm
ministrativee staff of un
niversities bby gender
T
The socioloogical stud
dies of 20122 and 2014
4 confirmed the trendd for unam
mbiguous
women dominationn in the low
west adminnistrative po
ositions. Th
his is relateed to the prrevailing
gender-role stereottypes that asssign womeen to the low
west-level operator
o
funnctions, and men are
assignedd with leadiing (and thu
us better-paaid) position
ns. Women and men haave differen
nt access
to econnomic resouurces, unequ
ual access to employm
ment, material and soocial status options.
There eexists a vertical segreegation – a 'glass ceiiling' – wh
hen a wom
man sees heer career
opportuunities for vertical
v
mob
bility but caannot impleement them
m, and if shhe wants to achieve
such a pposition, shhe has to brreak througgh this glasss ceiling. This
T
formulla expressess gender
inequaliity, most freequently occcurring at hhigh levels of the hieraarchical struucture (Rakaauskienė
et al., 20014, p. 115)).
T
The numbeer of admin
nistration sstaff is onee of the larrgest withinn the strucctures of
universiities, academ
mies, and seminaries. F
From 2012 to 2014, th
his number had increassed from
3290 too 4490, i.e., by more th
han a thous and. In 201
12, women accounted ffor 69.1 perr cent of
adminisstrative staff
ff, while the men made only 30.9 per
p cent. In 2014 the siituation is even
e
less
favorable for the gender ballance: femaale adminisstrative staff accounteed for as many
m
as
72.2 perr cent (i.e. 3.1 percen
ntage pointss more than
n in 2012), and men m
made 27.8 per cent
(Figuree 6).

Figure 66. Administtration stafff by genderr in Lithuan
nian universsities in 20112 and 2014
4, in per
cent
Source: own calcullation.
R
Rising upsttairs of hieerarchical ladder, insstitute mana
agement iss already dominant
d
positionn of men: ann average of
o about 600 per cent of
o directors are men, aand 40 per cent are
women. It should be noted th
hat an instittute as a fo
orm of adm
ministration is one of the
t most
unpopullar sector, in which hig
gher educatiion institutiions operatee: In 2012, aas little as 17
1 out of
22 highh schools in research prroposed to take an institute directtor's positioon; and in 2014
2
this
numberr accounted for 13. Deespite this, in this possition verticcal segregattion can be seen as
well. Sttill, comparring sociolo
ogical studiees of 2012 and 2014, we find thaat the propo
ortion of
women in the rannk of directtor of instiitute is incrreasing: in 2014 comp
mpared to 2012, the
proportiion of femaale directorss of institutee increased by 3.4 percentage poinnts and amo
ounted to
42.7 perr cent (men made 57.3 per cent) (F
Figure 7).
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Figure 77. Institutess' directors by gender in Lithuaniian universiities in 20112 and 2014
4, in per
cent
Source: own calcullation.
T
The analysis of positiions of fac ulty deans in terms of
o gender sshows a sig
gnificant
under-rrepresentation of womeen in this poosition. In 2012,
2
72.5 per cent off faculty deaans were
men annd women accounted for 27.5 peer cent resp
pectively. Nevertheles
N
ss, in 2014, in this
positionn little proggress on gen
nder balancee aspect exists: femalee deans accoounted for 29.1 per
cent of all Lithuannian universities' deanns, i.e. by 1.6 percentaage points m
more than in 2012.
p
sttereotypes inn society, when
w
job po
osition desccends hierarchically,
Accordiing to the prevailing
women''s representation expecctedly increeases. Here, in faculty deputy deaan position in 2012,
women amounted to 53.2 perr cent, andd in 2014 th
heir number increasedd by 2.9 percentage
points (56.1 percennt).
T
The positioon of head
d of a deppartment iss characterrized by thhe lack off female
represenntation – inn 2012, wom
men accountted for 39.3 per cent off all departm
ment heads, and two
years laater, this shhare increassed slightlyy by 2.3 peercentage points
p
(to 441.6 per cent). The
compossition of facculty counciils is also chharacterized
d by a gend
der imbalannce: within both
b
test
periods,, women avveraged abo
out 43 per ccent of all members
m
off faculty couuncils, and the men
made abbout 56 perr cent. Com
mparing dataa of 2012 an
nd 2014 stu
udies, repressentation off women
in this pposition wass very insign
nificant (0.77 percentag
ge points onlly) (Figure 8).

Figure 88. Faculty's managemeent by gendeer in Lithuaanian univerrsities in 20012 and 2014, in per
cent
Source: own calcullation.
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Conclusions
1. Sustainable development of science is one of the important factors for successful
implementation of European Union economic growth strategy Europe 2020.
2. Equal women’s empowerment in research gives value added due to implementation
of the principles of fairness, democracy and credibility. The main arguments encouraging to
seek gender balance in research are connected with the full-fledged use of the whole human
resources of a country, research quality and its relevance.
3. The main obstacles for women to pursue careers in science and occupy managing
positions in the administration of universities equally to men are:
• the society stereotypes, which lead to a 'glass ceiling' phenomenon, meaning prejudices
and organisational barriers to the career-oriented women;
• difficulties of reconciliation of family and career that men almost do not face, and
scientific work breaks for maternity leave;
• the gender pay gap, pushing women at a disadvantage;
• the lack of women in managerial level might be determined not by discrimination, but
of non-sufficient selection of competent female candidates to compare with male.
4. Sociological studies carried out in 2012 and 2014 in Lithuanian universities show
that exists an asymmetric gender distribution and vertical segregation within Lithuanian
higher education system, as it is in some EU countries. Women dominate in the lowest
administrative and research levels, and men prevail in the highest levels:
• there is only one female rector of a university (non-state), all other rectors are men;
• in the administration of universities women concentrate in the lowest administrative
positions (about 70 per cent). Women exceed men in faculty vice dean positions as well
(proportion of women is about 54 per cent). Top management positions of faculty heads and
directors of institutes are dominated by men: they make up about 71 per cent of deans, about
59 per cent of department heads, 56 per cent of faculty councils' members, and about 59 per
cent of institute directors;
• in collegial management bodies, men also dominate: they account for about 65 per cent
of members of the senate’s and about 77 per cent of members of the councils;
• the data for academic staff from a gender perspective confirms the vertical segregation
principle: women make up the majority of junior researchers (about 54 per cent) and
researchers (about 56 per cent), while men dominate as senior researchers (about 53 per cent),
and especially as chief researchers (about 71 per cent);
• distribution of teachers' positions according to an academic title has revealed that men
dominate in professor positions (about 69 per cent), and women prevail in assistants (about
63 per cent) and lecturers (about 57 per cent) positions.
5. Non-state (private) universities, compared to the state, have a higher representation of
women in top and middle administrative layers, i.e., among top managers, collective
management bodies, and management of faculties. This enables to conclude that differences
in gender balance in Lithuanian state and private universities speak in favor of the private
ones. It might be determined by stronger gender roles stereotypes traditionally prevailing in
state universities while private universities tend to be more modern and younger
organizations, which accept the equal participation of women and men in top level
administrative and research structures as natural and matter-of-course process of nowadays
European academic society.
6. Comparative analysis of sociological studies of 2012 and 2014 revealed that
Lithuanian universities are characterized by favorable changes in order to achieve gender
balance in top levels of administrative and academic staff of the universities. Over the two
years, the proportion of women has increased in the most supreme administrative positions:
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among faculty deans and vice deans, department chairs, members of faculty councils,
directors of institutes, and members of the Senate. Also, the proportion of women has notably
increased in the highest scientific positions. Based on this favorable trend taken place over the
two years, it can be assumed that in the long term even greater results in gender balance in
science will be achieved.
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